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The transition to a market economy in Bulgaria has gained momentum in the second half of the last
20th century’s decade. In mid 1997 a currency board arrangement was introduced, structural reforms
were initiated in all key areas, and that resulted in accelerated privatisation, major changes in the fiscal
and financial sectors and further strengthening of prudential regulations. The deep democratic changes
in public structures have gone along with a whole-scale liberalisation of the economy. This, together
with the EU-accession perspectives gave an impetus to increased transparency in the economic, fiscal,
monetary and financial policies. The new economic policies have been supported by considerable
progress in Public Expenditures Management. The reporting mechanisms on different levels of
government now tend to develop close to accepted international standards, such as GDDS, GFS, ESA.
The Report on Observance of Standards and Codes (ROSC) prepared in Bulgaria in 1999, and further
updated in March 2001, shows, that many reforms are already firmly established within the fiscal
management framework, and a number of additional measures are undertaken and envisaged.

The medium term strategy with regard to fiscal management is to encompass the entire public sector
and to provide for a better performance of the treasury system, to diminish the fiscal exposure and to
cover all fiscal transparency requirements.

At present the efforts with regard to the reporting mechanisms are focused on securing higher fiscal
discipline.

General government

The budgets consolidated in the general government are as follows:

•  Republican budget;

•  the budget of the Judiciary Authorities;

•  the budgets of the state universities, Bulgarian Academy of Science, Bulgarian National
Television, Bulgarian National Radio;

•  Social Security Funds;

•  Extra-budgetary Funds and Accounts;

•  budgets of the municipalities.

The Republican Budget includes the central budget; ministries’ budget and National Audit Office
budget.

The Budget of the Judiciary Authorities embraces the budgets of the supreme judicial council as a
superior judicial body, courts, prosecution and the National investigation service.
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The Republican Budget together with the Judiciary Authorities’ Budget are submitted to the National
Assembly and adopted as a Law on State Budget.

Public Universities and the Bulgarian Academy of Science have their autonomous budgets. They
execute their budgets outside central government since 1998 and the Bulgarian National Television
and Bulgarian National Radio – since 2000. In the previous years their data were integrated in the
budgets of the corresponding higher level institutions. Now the National Assembly approves only
transfers from central government, while separate laws regulate their revenues, expenditures, transfers
and financing.

The group of Social Security Funds consists of the budgets of the National Insurance Institute and
Health Insurance Fund. They are approved by the National Assembly separately from the State Budget
Law. In this group also are the Teachers Pension Fund, which is approved by the Supervisory Board of
the National Insurance Institute, and the Professional Qualification and Unemployment Fund,
approved by the Council of Ministers. The reform in the health care area led to significant changes in
financing of the health care institutions. Prior to 2001 the hospitals were budgetary spending units and
were financed from the central budget. Now they are registered under the Law on Health Units, and
are functioning as non-financial enterprises. Till the end of 2001 hospitals will be subsidised both by
the Republican budget, municipalities and the Health Insurance Fund – the subsidy is for medical aid
and health care activity. It is provided through the Ministry of Health and the local budgets and is
granted mainly to hospitals. The subsidising budget institution and the corresponding medical
institution conclude annual contract in accordance with the State Budget Law. Since 1 July 2001 the
National Health Insurance Fund is partially financing hospitals. This financing is subject to contractual
agreements that stipulate special standards to be met by hospitals. The out-patient service (pre-hospital
aid) and the diagnostic centres (ex-policlinics) are financed by the National Health Insurance Fund, the
amount depending on the services offered and provided.

In compliance to the Organic Budget Law the Minister of Finance and the Council of Ministers have
the power to approve extra-budgetary accounts and funds. Their number was very high in the years
between 1991 and 1998. During the last two years most of them have been incorporated in the
corresponding budgets, or re-organised as commercial organisations. So, for 2002 their number has
been reduced to 10, five extra-budgetary funds at central government level, and five for the local
governments.

At present the Ministry of Finance (MoF) strictly abides by the generally adopted policy to diminish as
much as possible the number of extra-budgetary funds and accounts. Existence of such funds and
accounts leads to serious distortion in the budget management framework, as this money flow in fact
avoids regular budget rules and practices This undermines the budgetary discipline both at planning
and execution stages. The MoF has been encountering significant resistance both inside the budget
entities and on the part of some international organisations involved especially when grants and
donations are concerned. The problem was partially solved when an extra-budgetary National fund
was established under the Law on Ratification of the Memorandum of Understanding with the EC.
Funds earmarked to finance projects under international agreements with the EU are centralised and
managed by a system similar to the Single Account system. Thus part of the foreign currency
payments are handled in a centralised way.
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Municipalities budgets

The local government budget includes consolidated information on the budgets of 262 municipalities
in the country and the extra-budgetary funds and accounts at local level. The Local Authority Law
devolves to the municipalities the political, economic and social functions of the government for the
particular territorial community. Public services in the field of education, health, culture, as well as
community services are carried out through those budgets. They are prepared and executed on the
legal basis of the Municipalities Budget Law. The National Assembly approves only the transfers from
the central government to the municipalities. The municipalities are to great extent autonomous units.
The Municipalities’ Budget Law also provides for their discretionary power. The financial
independence of the local authorities is defined by the extent they are authorised to control the
resources of their own revenues. The average portion of own revenues of the municipalities in
Bulgaria varies about 25-30% -- quite low, compared to most European countries. The transfers from
the Republican Budget to the municipalities’ budgets are published for the public as a part of the Law
on State Budget, what complies with the transparency criteria. There are two limitations for the
municipalities’ budgets: a 10% deficit defined by the Law on the Municipalities’ Budgets, usually
covered by loans, and the limits for investment, set in the State Budget Law.

Treasury Single Account

One of the most important steps in the budget reform is the consolidation of government resources into
the Treasury Single Account at the National Bank, a set of linked accounts through which the
government transacts all payments.

Expenditures are limited by the MoF through monthly limits on each first spending unit. This system
is aimed at:

•  rationalisation of the payments process and concentration of all payments through the first
level spending units;

•  limiting the cash payments;

•  ensuring aggregate control on the payments by setting a total ceiling for the first level
spending units by the MoF. It is further on allocated to the lower level spending units.

Currently 21 first level spending units make their payments through the Single Account. It
encompasses all balances in BGN in budgetary, extra-budgetary, suspense and deposit accounts of all
spending units at the National Bank; all other balances of the budgetary accounts in BGN previously
placed in the commercial banks except those of the municipalities.

Interim and annual reports on the execution of the consolidated general government

Data on the cash balances and flows of the budget entities’ bank accounts and deposits are provided to
the Ministry of Finance. Data as of each 17th and each last date of the month are available three or four
days after the reporting date. This information is available for the government, international
institutions and the public. Especially for the public a monthly bulletin of the Ministry of Finance is
published, named “The Budget”, where, among other up-to-date fiscal issues the consolidated general
government report for the previous month is published.
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The monthly reports of the First Level Spending Units containing aggregate data on revenue,
expenditures and financing are prepared and submitted to the Ministry of Finance 10 days after the end
of the reporting month. The ministries, which have more complicated structures and the municipalities
are usually late, so the Ministry of Finance prepares the consolidated general government about 20-25
days after the reported month. The monthly report does not reflect information for the budget
expenditures by functions but contains the main aggregated items as follows:

•  revenues and grants,

•  total expenditures (salaries, social security contributions, current maintenance, social
assistance, subsidies, capital expenditures, increase of inventories in stock, loans);

•  transfers;

•  budget balance (deficit/surplus);

•  financing: domestic, foreign, privatisation receipts, changes in cash balances.

The quarterly reports are prepared by the full budgetary classification and are submitted first to the
National Audit Office and after some auditing procedures are consolidated in the Ministry of Finance.
Those most detailed reports are ready about a month and a half after the reporting period.

The preparation, auditing and consolidation of the annual reports follow the same procedure as that for
the quarterly reports.

The Ministry of Finance consolidates the General Government in the end of February and prepares the
accompanying summary; afterwards the documents are submitted to the Council of Ministers for
consideration, and then to the National Assembly for approval.

Budget reporting and accounting methodology of the budgetary entities

At present the reports for the execution of the budget are prepared on a cash basis, using the unified
budget classification. The budget classification is developed in compliance with the requirements of
the international methodology for government finances and particularly the IMF manual on GFS,
1986.

The Ministry of Finance generally follows the rules set in this manual for classifying and presenting
the revenues, the expenditures, deficit, financing and consolidated budget transfers across different
government levels. Reporting of the privatisation receipts makes the only exception. Those receipts
are reported as a part of the financing in compliance to the national methodology, while in compliance
with the above-cited international methodology they are reflected in the reduction of the expenditures
indicator “lending minus repayments”

The budget classification is mandatory for all budget entities. It consists of several divisions. There
are about 100 paragraphs to reflect revenue, expenditures and financing by economic type. Those
paragraphs are grouped in aggregated items in the template for budget’s programme and execution.
Based on these aggregated items the MF carries out the preparation and the reporting of the budget’s
execution based on input oriented budgeting. In the budget classification there is also functional
definition of expenditures in nine core functions containing groups and activities under those
functions. Expenditures presented by this functional classification reflect the government policy in
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separate areas, such as education, health care, social security. This functional classification of
expenditures can be very helpful as one of the prerequisites for shifting to future activity-based, or
even output-oriented budgeting. Looking forward to future development of the budgetary process and
shifting of public sectors all over the world to result oriented budgeting, it is expected that the need to
provide information broken down by such type of classification will further increase.

The usefulness of this part of the budget classification in view of developing future budget policy
could be illustrated with the example of the educational expenditures in the General Government. In
the General Government, the resources showed under function -- “Education” item include the
expenditures for services connected to education extended by various institutions as well as the
municipalities. This makes possible to analyse the total of the expenditures connected to education. In
the process of preparation of the budget for the coming year the Ministry of Education and Science
will include the expenditures for all its activities (such as management, education, science, recreation
and publishing) and will prepare the budget expenditures both by economic and function types. The
expenditures connected to education that are financed through other ministries or the municipalities
are reflected in their own budgets, and no more global analysis is provoked. The next steps in the
activity-based budgeting could be to give the Ministry of Education and Science the prerogative to
carry out an analysis of the educational expenditures provided by all separate budgets, and to bind the
total resources for appropriation by this function with specially worked out performance criteria. The
Ministry of Education and Science carries out the methodological and partially the organisational
governance of education, and it is responsible for the government’s policy in this area as well as for
the task to develop appropriate educational policy. The above example refers to all the other functions,
as the financing and governance principles are similar in all areas of public expenditures. This
logically brings about the idea of the necessity to shift toward more activity-based budgetary process.

FMIS

The newly developed central computerised system for financial management (FMIS) is designed
to produce monthly, quarterly and annual reports on a cash as well as on an accrual basis. This FMIS
for the budgetary sector is developed on the base of the SAP /R3 software. It will be fully operational
in 2002. Thirty First-Level and six Second-Level Spending Units (from the MoF) are included so far
in the system.

Implementation of the new FMIS in the public sector plays an important role in the budget reform and
in the adoption of a treasury system based on the best practices in the advanced economies. The new
system will optimise the consolidation of the budgetary processes and will help to stabilise and
improve the government budget resources management. The FMIS project will strengthen the overall
fiscal control, and the ability to prioritise scarce resources, reduce the budget execution cost, and show
the current picture of revenue, expenditures, payments, limits and contracts both for the budget entities
and the budget sector as a whole.

The main functions of the system are introduced in the first level spending units and some of the
second level spending units. To start with, the system includes the basic modules for the budget
implementation:

•  financial accounting -- General Ledger; accounts payable and accounts receivable;

•  budget management and control;

•  management of the liquidity and payments.
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The system can record the transactions and operations on a cash and an accrual basis as well as the
commitments and contracts undertaken. The General Ledger is made on the basis of the new Chart of
Accounts for the budget sector, harmonised with the new GFS (draft). Trial balances of the budget
entities are produced automatically by the system, and facilities for cash flows forecasting and analysis
have been envisaged. A second stage of the FMIS project is stipulated.

The new Chart of Accounts

The new Unified Chart of Accounts for budget entities, introduced in all budgetary entities and in the
FMIS, was based on the concepts and the accounting framework developed in the IMF new manual on
the accountability of public finances (GFS-2000 draft), as well as in the SNA-93 and ESA-95. The
idea was to focus on providing financial information for the purpose of macro-economic analysis.
Such were the requirements of the main consumers of the information – the National Assembly, the
Council of Ministers, the National Bank, National Statistical Institute, international organisations,
banks, international rating agencies and others.

The choice of such an accountancy framework allows better co-ordination and harmonisation of the
reporting data from the public sector with the information from the other three sectors in macro-
statistics: the SNA, the balance of payment and the monetary statistics.

The EU accession will require meeting definite criteria that comply to the above quoted
methodologies, among which are the economic indicators and parameters of the public sector, such as
the budget deficit and debt. In the future the accountability of the public sector should accentuate on
these parameters.

Other determining feature of the public sector accountability that has been laid in the basis of the
Unified Chart of Accounts and the FMIS is the application of the so called concept of “fund
accounting”, where assets, liabilities, revenues expenditures and financing resources are identified by
separate budgets, accounts, funds, projects and programs. These principles and concepts are based on
fundamental accounting concepts and rules (the current accrual, the principle of the substance over
form, the rules for valuation and recognition and others). The new Chart of Accounts is closely linked
to the national accountancy regulations, while the peculiarities of the budgetary process, the
organisational framework of the public sector and public finances in Bulgaria are taken into
consideration. The use of this chart of accounts is mandatory for the budget entities on a General
Ledger Accounts level, in view of unification of the budget accountancy and the preparation of a
consolidated fiscal report on an accrual basis.

The new chart of accounts will be applied to the budget sector as a whole through the FMIS from the
beginning of 2002. Thus the information for the general government sector for 2002 will be available
on accrual basis and more disaggregated information will be provided for compilation of national
accounts statistics, in particular, government deficit and debt for the General Government, as required
by the ESA 95. From the beginning of 2002 the FMIS for the Bulgarian government sector will
include the major functions of a modern government financial management. It will cover all central
government entities that are involved in financial management activities, and will allow prompt and
reliable aggregation and consolidation of financial data for management needs of the Ministry of
Finance and the budget units.
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Conclusion
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•  simplification and streamlining of the General Government structure;

•  the Treasury System account;

•  management and control of cash balances and budgetary commitments;

•  establishing of reporting and accounting framework;

•  introduction of a Computerised Financial Management Information System;

•  modernisation of the budget preparation process.

Though the above mentioned new features do not give an all-encompassing picture of the budget
reform, they can be considered as a ground for starting a new stage in the budgetary process and
prepare for shifting to a performance budgeting.

Based on an input oriented budgeting and pressed by the public sector requirements the MoF has
pipelined the most of its efforts towards strengthening the fiscal discipline and streamlining the
budget’s structure. The measures mentioned in this paper, and namely the reduction of the number of
spending units and the number of extra-budgetary funds and accounts, as well as the implementation
of the Treasury Single Account System resulted in actual achievements in that respect. Along with
these efforts the methodological and organisational changes were carried out in compliance with the
requirements, recommendations and guidelines of international organisations. These are premises for a
more socially beneficial and cost-effective approach and shifting to programme budgeting and result-
oriented approach.


